Library Workshops

Wednesdays and Thursdays at 2 p.m.
Library Instruction Classroom (BH 1310)

Workshop descriptions: library.nwacc.edu/home/calendar

2/3  (Wed): Media Services and Resources
2/4  (Thu): EBSCO’s Discovery Search: One-Stop Shop for All Your Searches
2/10 (Wed): Using Films as a Research Source
2/11 (Thu): Journals by Title: Journal Access Made Easier
2/17 (Wed): Get Ex-CITE-d: Venturing into the Wide World of APA, MLA, and Other Citation Styles
2/18 (Thu): Media Services & Resources
2/24 (Wed): Using Films as a Research Source
2/25 (Thu): EBSCO’s Discovery Search: One-Stop Shop for All Your Searches
3/2 (Wed): Journals by Title: Journal Access Made Easier
3/3  (Thu): Get Ex-CITE-d: Venturing into the Wide World of APA, MLA, and Other Citation Styles
3/9  (Wed): Media Services & Resources
3/10 (Thu): Using Films as a Research Source
3/16 (Wed): EBSCO’s Discovery Search: One-Stop Shop for All Your Searches
3/17 (Thu): Journals by Title: Journal Access Made Easier
3/23 (Wed): Spring Break: No Library Workshops
3/24 (Thu): Spring Break: No Library Workshops
3/30 (Wed): Get Ex-CITE-d: Venturing into the Wide World of APA, MLA, and Other Citation Styles